There are a lot of noisy texts surrounding a person in modern life. A traditional approach is to use spelling correction, yet the existing solutions are far from perfect. We propose a robust to noise word embeddings model which outperforms existing commonly used models like fasttext and word2vec in different tasks. In addition, we investigate the noise robustness of current models in different natural language processing tasks. We propose extensions for modern models in three downstream tasks, i.e. text classification, named entity recognition and aspect extraction, these extensions show improvement in noise robustness over existing solutions.
Introduction
The rapid growth of the usage of mobile electronic devices has increased the number of user input text issues such as typos. This happens because typing on a small screen and in transport (or while walking) is difficult, and people accidentally hit wrong keys more often than when using a standard keyboard. Spell-checking systems widely used in web services can handle this issue, but they can also make mistakes. These typos are considered to be noise in original text. Such noise is a widely known issue and to mitigate its presence there were developed spelling correcting systems, e.g. (Cucerzan and Brill, 2004) . Although spelling correction systems have been developed for decades up to this day, their quality is still far from perfect, e.g. for the Russian language it is 85% (Sorokin, 2017) . So we propose a new way to handle noise i.e. to make models themselves robust to noise.
This work is considering the main area of noise robustness in natural language processing and, in particular, in four related subareas which are described in corresponding sections. All the subareas share the same research questions applied to a particular downstream task:
RQ1. Are the existing state of the art models robust to noise?
RQ2. How to make these models more robust to noise?
In order to answer these RQs, we describe the commonly used approaches in a subarea of interest and specify their features which could improve or deteriorate the performance of these models. Then we define a methodology for testing existing models and proposed extensions. The methodology includes the experiment setup with quality measure and datasets on which the experiments should be run.
This work is organized as follows: in Section 2 the research on word embeddings is motivated and proposed, in further sections, i.e. 3, 4, 5, there are propositions to conduct research in the area of text classification, named entity recognition and aspect extraction respectively. In Section 6 we present preliminary conclusions and propose further research directions in the mentioned areas and other NLP areas.
Word Embeddings
Any text processing system is now impossible to imagine without word embeddings -vectors encode semantic and syntactic properties of individual words (Arora et al., 2016) . However, to use these word vectors user input should be clean (i.e. free of misspellings), because a word vector model trained on clean data will not have misspelled versions of words. There are examples of models trained on noisy data (Li et al., 2017) , but this approach does not fully solve the problem, because typos are unpredictable and a corpus cannot contain all possible incorrectly spelled versions of a word. Instead, we suggest that we should make algorithms for word vector modelling robust to noise. We suggest a new architecture RoVe (Robust Vectors). 1 It is presented on Fig. 1 . The main feature of this model is open vocabulary. It encodes words as sequences of symbols. This enables the model to produce embeddings for outof-vocabulary (OOV) words. The idea as such is not new, many other models use characterlevel embeddings (Ling et al., 2015) or encode the most common ngrams to assemble unknown words from them (Bojanowski et al., 2016) . However, unlike analogous models, RoVe is specifically targeted at typos -it is invariant to swaps of symbols in a word. This property is ensured by the fact that each word is encoded as a bag of characters. At the same time, word prefixes and suffixes are encoded separately, which enables RoVe to produce meaningful embeddings for unseen word forms in morphologically rich languages. Notably, this is done without explicit morphological analysis. This mechanism is depicted on Fig. 2 .
Another feature of RoVe is context dependency -in order to generate an embedding for a word one should encode its context (the top part of Fig. 1 ). The motivation for such architecture is the following. Our intuition is that when processing an OOV word our model should produce an embedding similar to that of some similar word from the training data. This behaviour is suitable for typos as well as unseen forms of known words. In the latter case we want a word to get an embedding similar to the embedding of its initial form. This process reminds lemmatisation (reduction of a word to its initial form). Lemmatisation is context-dependent since it often needs to resolve homonymy based on word's context. By making RoVe model context-dependent we enable it to do such implicit lemmatisation. At the same time, it has been shown that embeddings which are generated considering word's context in a particular sentence are more informative and accurate, because a word's immediate context informs a model of the word's grammatical features (Peters et al., 2018) . On the other hand, use of context-dependent representations allowed us to eliminate character-level embeddings. As a result, we do not need to train a model that converts a sequence of character-level embeddings to an embedding for a word, as it was done in (Ling et al., 2015) .
Methodology
We suppose to compare RoVe with common word vector tools: word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and fasttext (Bojanowski et al., 2016) .
We score the performance of word vectors generated with RoVe and baseline models on three tasks: paraphrase detection, sentiment analysis, identification of text entailment. We consider these tasks to be binary classification ones, so we use ROC AUC measure for model quality evaluation.
For all tasks we suppose to train simple baseline models. This is done deliberately to make sure that the performance is largely defined by the quality of vectors that we use. For all the tasks we will compare word vectors generated by different modifications of RoVe with vectors produced by word2vec and fasttext models.
We presume to conduct the experiments on datasets for three languages: English (analytical language), Russian (synthetic fusional), and Turkish (synthetic agglutinative). Affixes have different structures and purposes in these types of languages, and in our experiments we show that our character-based representation is effective for all of them.
For the above mentioned tasks we are going to use the following corpora: Paraphraser.ru (Pronoza et al., 2016) for the Russian language paraphrase identification task, Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (Dolan et al., 2004) for the English language paraphrase identification task, Turkish Paraphrase Corpus (Demir et al., 2012) for the Turkish language paraphrase identification task; Russian Twitter Sentiment Corpus (Rubtsova, 2014) for the Russian language sentiment analysis task, Stanford Sentiment Treebank (Socher et al., 2013) for the English language sentiment analysis task; and Stanford Natural Language Inference (Bowman et al., 2015) for the English language natural language inference task.
Results
Due to lack of space we provide the results only for sentiment analysis task for the Russian and English languages and for natural language inference task for the English language.
There are three variants of the proposed RoVe model listed in Tables 1 and 2 , these are ones using different recurrent neural networks for context encoding. The whole results are published in (hidden).
For both mentioned tables the robust word embedding model Rove shows better results for all noise level and both tasks, with the exception of zero noise for English language sentiment analy- sis task for which the fasttext word embeddings are showing better results. The latter could be explained as fasttext has been explicitly trained for this zero noise level, which is unnatural for human generated text.
Text Classification
A lot of text classification applications like sentiment analysis or intent recognition are performed on user-generated data, where no correct spelling or grammar may be guaranteed. Classical text vectorisation approach such as bag of words with one-hot or TF-IDF encoding encounters out-of-vocabulary problem given vast variety of spelling errors. Although there are successful applications to low-noise tasks on common datasets (Bojanowski et al., 2016; Howard and Ruder, 2018) , not all models behave well with real-world data like comments or tweets.
Methodology
We do experiments on two corpora: Airline Twitter Sentiment 2 and Movie Review (Maas et al., 2011) , which are marked up for sentiment analysis task.
We conduct three types of experiments: (a) the train-and testsets are spell-checked and artificial noise in inserted; (b) the train-and testsets are not changed (with the above mentioned exception for Russian corpus) and no artificial noise is added; and (c) the trainset is spell-checked and noised, the testset is unchanged.
These experimental setups are meant to demonstrate the robustness of tested architectures to artificial and natural noise.
As baselines we use architectures based on fasttext word embedding model (Bojanowski et al., 2016) and an architecture which follows (Kim et al., 2016) . Another baseline, which is purely character-level, will be adopted from the work (Kim, 2014) .
Results

Fig. 3 contains results for 4 models:
• FastText, which is recurrent neural network using fasttext word embeddings,
• CharCNN, which is a character-based convolutional neural network, based on work (Kim, 2014) ,
• CharCNN-WordRNN -a character-based convolutional neural network for word embeddings with recurrent neural network for entire text processing; it follows (Kim et al., 2016 ),
• and RoVe, which is a recurrent neural network using robust to noise word embeddings.
One could see in the figure that the model which uses robust word embeddings is more robust to noise itself starting from 0.075 (7.5%) noise level.
Named Entity Recognition
The field of named entity recognition (NER) received a lot of attention in past years. This task is an important part of dialog systems (Béchet, 2011) . Nowadays dialog systems become more and more popular. Due to that the number of dialog system users is increased and also many users communicate with such systems in inconvenient environments, like being in transport. This makes a user to be less concentrated during a conversation and thus causes typos and grammatical errors. Considering this we need to pay more attention to NER models robustness to this type of noise.
Methodology
We conduct three types of experiments: (a) the trainset and testset are not changed and no artificial noise is induced; (b) the artificial noise is inserted into trainset and testset simultaneously; and (c) the trainset is being noised, the testset is unchanged.
These experimental setups are meant to demonstrate the robustness of tested architectures to artificial and natural noise (i.e. typos).
The proposed corpora to use are: English and Russian news corpora, CoNLL'03 (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003) and Persons-1000 (Mozharova and Loukachevitch, 2016) respectively, and French social media corpus CAp'2017 (Lopez et al., 2017) .
We investigate variations of the state of the art architecture for Russian (Anh et al., 2017) and English (Lample et al., 2016) languages and apply the same architecture to the French language corpus.
Aspect Extraction
Aspect extraction task could provide information to make dialogue systems more engaging for user (Liu et al., 2010) .
Therefore, we have decided to study the Attention-Based Aspect Extraction (ABAE) model (He et al., 2017) robustness using artificially generated noise. We propose three extensions for an ABAE model, which are supposedly more noise robust. There are:
• CharEmb -a convolutional neural network over characters in addition to word as a whole embeddings; these two embeddings are concatenated and used in ABAE model;
• FastText -an ABAE model using fasttext word embeddings; • RoVe -an ABAE model using robust word embeddings.
Methodology
As the noise model, we took simple character swapping with some probability, i.e. for any given string we go through it character by character and randomly decide if we need to replace this particular letter of the input with some random character. As a quality measure we take F 1 (weighted by class representativity) score following (He et al., 2017) . The authors of the original paper used data from the Citysearch corpus with user reviews on restaurants in New York city originally described in (Ganu et al., 2009) . The reviews were labeled by human annotators with a set of categories, like "Food" or "Stuff". The authors used only reviews with exactly one labeled category. So in the end a model predicts a label for a review in the unsupervised way. The label is considered to be the most probable aspect label.
Results
In Fig. 4 we show both the baseline ABAE model and its extended version proposed in this work. The original model has shown lower results for all lower noise levels, while all extensions show improvement over the original model. The RoVe extensions shows improvement for all noise levels over the original model and the other extensions. The full results for aspect extraction task are published in (Malykh and Khakhulin, 2018) . 
Preliminary Results and Future Research Directions
In this work the research in four related subareas is proposed, these are word embeddings, text classification and named entity recognition and aspect extraction. Preliminary experiments for the robust to noise word embeddings showed that explicit noise handling is better than implicit like in fasttext model. The preliminary results for the word embeddings had been published in (Malykh, 2017) . The possible further research in that direction could be an investigation of embeddings for infix morphology languages, like Arabic and Hebrew.
In the downstream tasks experiments show that designed noise robustness improves quality on noisy data. For named entity recognition task the preliminary results are published in (Malykh and Lyalin, 2018) , and for aspect extraction task the results are published in (Malykh and Khakhulin, 2018) . The further research could be done in three directions. Firstly, all of the tasks could be applied to more languages. Secondly, for classification task corpora with more marked up classes could be used. This task is harder in general case, and there are some available corpora with dozens of classes. And last but not least, thirdly, the suggested methodology could be applied to the other subareas of natural language processing, like Automatic Speech Recognition and Optical Character Recognition, and achieve results in noise robustness improvement there.
